English: 1
Curriculum intent – English
Through the study of English, we impart powerful knowledge which provides students with:
•
•

•
•
•
•

A control over the written and spoken word so that students can express themselves and meaningfully
contribute to their communities in a constructive and powerful manner
A critical understanding of the literary canon in order to broaden students’ horizons and enrich their cultural
and social capital. In doing so, we provide them with their literary heritage and inheritance which allows
them to compete with their more privileged peers
Knowledge of a broad range of literature which introduces them to other cultures, perspectives and
narratives that they may not come across in Immingham
An engagement with fundamental literary themes such as classism, sexism and racism to enable them to
come to an informed judgement on society’s ills
An ability to come to their own personal interpretation of a text and the capacity to express these eloquently
and effectively
A love of reading and writing which will stay with them and stimulate a lifetime of discovering new literature
and expressing themselves through the written word.

To do these, we focus on the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching the common ‘canon’ of English literature and the stories which shape modern literature such as the
Greek myths, Abrahamic Bible stories and two Shakespeare plays in KS3 (Macbeth and Othello)
Teaching literature which will connect them with new experiences and perspectives such as poetry from
various cultures, rhetoric from around the world and Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart
Engaging with key themes such as racism in Othello, inequality in Of Mice and Men, sexism in Maya
Angelou’s writings and The Handmaid’s Tale, and totalitarianism in Animal Farm and dystopian fiction.
Encouraging confidence in reading through the Renaissance Reading programme and whole class reads
throughout KS3
Giving students the knowledge necessary to express themselves through explicitly teaching grammar and
the ‘art of the sentence’ as well as the opportunity to do so through creative writing such as in writing their
own mythological beginning and internal monologues in Year 7

English: 2 (1)
Year 7
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Theme: The foundations of literature and society
Title
Greek myths & Antigone,
Sophocles
Content &
-Out of Chaos, Stephen Fry
Themes
-The War of the Titans
-The Castration of Ouranos, Hesiod
-The Story of Prometheus
-Pandora’s box
-Persephone and the Pomegranate
seeds
-Daedalus and Icarus
-Perseus
-Oedipus

Context

Allusions

Roots
Vocab

Grammar
National
Curriculum links

-Nature of tragedy
-Rivalry
-Truth
-Law
-Free will
-Ancient Greek society
-Contrast with Troy
-Greek creation story myths
-Aristotle

-

Moral, immortal, protagonist,
antagonist, stable, unstable, idiom,
metaphor, monstrous, captivity,
vengeance, duplicitous, barbaric,
deceives, tyrant, impotence,
subversive, disobedient, deceit,
uncivilised, misogyny, innocence,
moral, immoral, wild, civilised,
oppress, emancipate, naïve,
enchanted, superficial, avaricious,
exploit, manipulate, cruel, victim,
reconciliation, annihilation
Sentences, fragments, subject,
verb, object, basic conjunctions,
subordinate conjunctions
-Understanding the work of
dramatists
-Reading a wide-range of fiction
-Reading a wide-range of historical
periods
-Studying at least two authors in
depth per year
-Studying short stories

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Abrahamic Bible
Stories
-Problem of evil
-Redemption
-Virtue
-Faith
-Morality

Beowulf

Gothic literature

-Identity
-Heroism
-Treasure
-Mortality
-Pride

-Frankenstein, Mary
Shelley
-Dracula, Bram
Stoker
-The Woman in
Black, Susan Hill
-Science and
knowledge
-Nature
-Monstrosity
-Secrecy
-Alienation
-Ambition

Summer 2
Oliver Twist, Charles
Dickens
-Philanthropy
-Individualism
-Purity and
corruption
-Rural and urban
divide
-Poverty
-Criminality

-Land of Canaan and
Middle East
-History of Jerusalem
and Israel
-Ancient Greece
-Ancient Egypt
-Roman Empire

-Anglo-Saxon England
-Vikings
-Christianity
-Oral tradition and
history

-Industrial
Revolution
-The French
Revolution
-Romanticism
-Darwinism

-Industrial
Revolution
-Poor Laws
-Deserving and
Undeserving Poor
-Anti-Semitism
-Reform Acts

-

-Biblical, including
Genesis, Ten
Commandments and
Cain and Abel

-Greek myths
(Prometheus)
-Darwin
-Biblical stories
including Adam and
Eve

-Various biblical
-Poor Law, 1834

-Reading a wide-range
of historical periods
-Wide coverage of
genres

-Reading a wide-range
of historical periods
-pre-1914 English
literature, including
poetry

-Reading a widerange of fiction
-Reading a widerange of historical
periods
-Making critical
comparisons across
texts
-Wide coverage of
genres
RS: Women in
society (Y9 HT3)
History: Industrial
Revolution (Y7 HT4)
History: French
Revolution (Y7 HT3)

-Reading a widerange of fiction
-Reading a widerange of historical
periods
-Studying at least
two authors in depth
per year
-Wide coverage of
genres
-RS: Ethics and
Morality (Y8 HT1)
-History: Industrial
Revolution (Y7 HT4)
-History: Protests
including Luddites
and Peterloo (Y7
HT6)
Planned by Oasis,
adapted by OAI

Link to other
subjects

-RS: Beliefs about God and
Aristotle (Y7 HT3)

-RS: Abrahamic
Religions (Y7 HT3,
HT4, HT5 & HT6)

-History: Migration to
Britain through time
(Y7 HT1)
-RS: Abrahamic
Religions (Y7 (HT3,
HT4, HT5 & HT6)

State of
planning

Planned by Oasis, needs adapting

Planned by Oasis,
needs adapting

Planned by Oasis,
needs adapting

50/50 Reading
Book

Roald Dahl, Boy

Planned by OAI but
needs adapting. Can
use Oasis

English: 2 (2)
Year 8
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Theme: Questioning the foundations of society
Topic
Macbeth, William Shakespeare
Content &
Themes

-Masculinity
-Ambition
-Kingship and tyranny
-Guilt
-Children
-Loyalty

Context

-King James’ accession to the
throne
-Gun Powder Plot, 1605
-Divine Right of Kings
-James I’s Demonologie
-Puritanism and religious divide
-Holinshed’s Chronicles

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Poetry from various
cultures including the
romantics
Romantic poets – TBD

Of Mice and Men,
John Steinbeck

Lord of the Flies, William Golding

-Dreams
-Loneliness and
marginalisation
-Racism and
discrimination
-Patriarchy and
misogyny
-Ageism
-Hierarchy
-Class
-Ableism

-Human nature and evil
-‘Civilisation’ and ‘savagery’
-Colonialism
-Democracy and dictatorship
-Law and anarchy
-Innocence and guilt
-Spirituality

-Roaring 20s and
economic growth
-1929 Wall Street
Crash and the Great
Depression
-The American Dream
-Migration west
-Segregation and
lynching
-To A Mouse, Robert
Burns
-The New Deal
-Abraham and Isaac

-World War II and the Holocaust
-The Cold War
-The Trial of Adolf Eichmann and the
‘banality of evil’
-Leviathan, Thomas Hobbes
-The Coral Island, R. M Ballantyne

-Seminal world
literature
-Reading a wide-range
of fiction
-Reading whole books
-Studying at least two
authors in depth per
year
-Wide coverage of
genres
-RS: Introduction to
the Abrahamic faiths
(Y7 HT3)
-History: The New
Deal and Civil Rights
(Y8 HT3)

-Reading a wide-range of fiction
-Reading whole books
-Studying at least two authors in depth per
year

Planned by OAI

Planned by OAI

-Two Scavengers in a
Truck, Lawrence
Ferlingetti
-Not My Business, Niyi
Osundare
-Limbo, Edward
Braithwaite
-No Respect, Laura
Walsh
-Embarrassed to be
half-English, Mike
Garry
-Flag, John Agard
-Half-Caste, John
Agard
Various, including:
-Romanticism and the
Industrial Revolution
-Colonialism
-Slavery
-Migration
-Democracy
-Prejudice

Allusions

Roots
Vocab
Grammar
National
Curriculum links

-Shakespeare (two plays)
-Reading a wide-range of historical
periods
-Studying at least two authors in
depth per year

-High quality poetry
(both pre-1914 and
contemporary)
-Recognising a range
of poetic conventions
-Making critical
comparisons across
texts

Links to other
subjects

-History: Gun Powder Plot, 1605
(Y9 HT3)
-History: The Civil War (Y7, HT5)

-RS: Introduction to
the Abrahamic faiths
(Y7 HT3)
-RS: Islam in the
modern world (Y8
HT5)
-History: Migration to
Britain (Y7 HT1 & HT2)
-History: Empire,
Slavery and Civil Rights
(Y8 HT1, HT2 & HT3)

State of
planning

Planned by OAI for HT, Oasis for
full term. Needs adapting

50/50 Reading
Book

Robert Swindells, Stone Cold

Romantics not
planned but some L&R
GCSE can be used,
other cultures
planned. Can use
Romantics from Oasis

Summer 2

-World War II
-Various biblical including Adam and Eve and
the Garden of Eden
-The Coral Island, R. M Ballantyne

-RS: Introduction to the Abrahamic faiths (Y7
HT3)
-RS: Applied Ethics (Y9 HT1, HT2 & HT3)
History: World War II (Y8 HT5)
History: Holocaust (Y8 HT6)

English: 2 (3)
Year 9
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Theme: Fighting against the foundations of society
Topic
Othello, William Shakespeare

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Dystopian fiction

Animal Farm, George
Orwell

Things Fall Apart,
Chinua Achebe

Content &
Themes

-Technology and
modernity
-Consumerism
-Truth
-Tyranny
-Importance of
language
-Resistance and
revolution
-Patriarchy
-Religion

-Class
-Importance of
language
-Corruption

-Masculinity and the
patriarchy
-Pride and
repression
-Tragic heroes
-Empire and
colonisation
-Tradition and
change
-Religion and
missionaries
-Cultural relativism
-Proverbs

-Soviet Russia
-Nazi Germany

-Rise and fall of the
British Empire
-1884-5 Berlin
Conference
-Shell in Nigeria

-Marxism
-Malthus
-Fordism
-Biblical including
Gilead

-Marxism
-Stalinism

-Biblical stories
include the plagues
(locusts), Abraham
and Isaac, Cain and
Abel
-In Memoriam
A.H.H, Lord
Tennyson
-The Second Coming,
William Yeats

-Reading a wide-range
of fiction
-Making critical
comparisons across
texts
-Wide coverage of
genres

-Reading a wide-range
of fiction
-Reading whole books
-Studying at least two
authors in depth per
year

-Reading a widerange of non-fiction
-Making critical
comparisons across
texts
-Knowing purpose,
audience and
context

-History: WWI and
WWII (Y8 HT4 and
HT5)
-History: Russian
Revolution (Y7 HT3)
-History: Miners’
Strike (Y7 HT6)
Planned, could add
more from Oasis

-History: Russian
Revolution (Y7 HT3)
-History: World War II
(Y8 HT4)

-Seminal world
literature
-Reading a widerange of fiction
-Reading whole
books
-Studying at least
two authors in depth
per year
-Wide coverage of
genres
-RS: Abrahamic
Religions (Y7 HT3,
HT4, HT5 & HT6)
-History: Empire (Y8
HT1 & HT2)
Planned by RG

Needs planning,
some from Beverley

Context

-Race
-Civilisation
-Jealousy
-Gender
-Sex
-Marriage
-Manipulation
-Warfare
-Hate
-Identity

-Renaissance
-Importance of reason
-Xenophobia
-Greek Tragedy
-Revenge Tragedy
-Cyrus conflict
-The Moor, Cinthio

Allusions

Roots
Vocab
Grammar
National
Curriculum links

-Shakespeare (two plays)
-Studying at least two authors in
depth per year

Links to other
subjects

State of
planning
50/50 Reading
Book

Planned by Oasis, needs adapting
Willy Russell, Blood Brothers

-Brave New World,
Aldous Huxley
-1984, George Orwell
-Handmaid’s Tale,
Margaret Atwood
-The Bloody Chamber,
Angela Carter
-World War II
-Russian Revolution,
1917
-Stalinist Russia and
Nazi Germany
-French Revolution
-The New Right
including Thatcher and
Reagan
-Feminism in the
1980s

Planned by OAI but
needs adapting

Summer 2
Rhetoric: speeches,
biographies and
autobiographies
Various, including:
-Aristotle
-Shakespeare
-Sojourner Truth
-Audre Lord
-Malala Yousafzai
-Malcolm X
-Martin Luther King
-Akala
-Maya Angelou

Various, including:
-Civil Rights in the US
-Segregation
-Colonialism
-Windrush

-History: Civil Rights
(Y8 HT3)
-History: Protest (Y7
HT6)

English: 2 (4)
Year 10
Topic

Autumn 1
An Inspector Calls,
J.B Priestley

Content &
Themes

-Social
Responsibility
-Guilt
-Exploitation
-Class
-Morality and
legality

Context

Allusions

Roots
Vocab
Grammar
National
Curriculum Link
State of
planning

Autumn 2
A Christmas
Carol, Charles
Dickens
-Charity and
philanthropy
-Christmas
-Family
-Redemption
-Social Injustice
-Social and
moral
Responsibility

Spring 1
Spring 2
Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare

Summer 1
Writing to
describe/ narrate

-Power and inevitability of fate
-Conflict and violence
-Love
-Individual versus society
-Family and parental relationships
-Duty and honour

-Post-war Russia
-Socialism and
capitalism
-Democracy and
fascism
-Women’s rights
and suffrage
-The General Strike,
1926
-Marxist Theory
-Psychoanalytic
literary criticism
-Medieval morality
plays
-Nietzsche
-General Election,
1945

-Industrial
Revolution
-Principal of
Population,
Thomas
Malthus
-The New Poor
Laws
-Ragged
Schools
-Child Labour
-Ideology of
Christianity
(Quasireligious)
-Victorian ghost
story

-Aristotle and Aristotelian tragedy
-England under Queen Elizabeth I (Patriarchy,
marriage, religion, belief in astrology etc.)
-Arthur Brooks’ poem, Romeus and Juliet
-Renaissance Italy
-Lammas Eve
-Pyramus and Thisbe, Ovid
-Petrarch (Italian poet)

Various content,
including:
-Vocabulary
-Figurative language
-Juxtaposition
-Listing
-Sentence types and
structures
-Punctuation
-Atmosphere
-Narrative arc
-Dual-narratives
-Drop, Zoom, Move,
End
-Cyclical structure
and flashbacks

-Seven deadly sins

-Biblical
allusions
including Cain
and Abel and
the Exodus
-Laocoon
(Greek
Mythology)
-Christian Devil:
‘Old Scratch’

-Classical mythology: various Greek Gods
including Cupid, Zeus and the Titans
-Queen Mab, queen of the fairies in English
folklore
-Prince of Cats- medieval fable

Planned by OAI

Planned by OAI

Planned by OAI but needs some sequencing
changes to make it a full term

Planned by OAI

Summer 2
Power and Conflict
poetry and unseen
poetry
Various including:
-Tyranny and
oppression
-Nature’s power
-Human transience
-Reality and/or
futility of conflict
-Effects of conflict
on individual/society
-Horrors of war
-Power of memory
-Loss and identity

Various including:
-The Romantics
-French Revolution
-Caeserism
-Industrial
Revolution
-Battle of Balaclava,
Crimean War
-Post-colonialism
and ignorance of
cultural domination
-Western history
and black, Caribbean
history
-Eurocentric
-WWI
-The Troubles
-Bushido and
Samurai
-Iraq War 2003
-Vietnam War
(Napalm attack),
Beirut, Phnom Penh
conflicts
-Duke Alfonso II of
Ferrara
-Keats
-French Revolution
-Various biblical
including Matthew,
Isaiah and Psalms

Planned by OAI

English: 2 (5)
Year 11
Topic

Autumn 1
Language
Paper 2

Content &
Themes

-Section A (nonfiction extracts)
-Section B
(writing for
purpose)
-Speaking and
listening

National
Curriculum Link
State of
planning
Context
Allusions
Roots
Vocab
Grammar

Planned by OAI,
needs adapting

Autumn 2
Language
Paper 1 and
revision
-Reading and
responding to
unseen extracts
(3 weeks)
-A Christmas
Carol revision

Spring 1
Spring 2
Interleaved literature revision

Summer 1
Interleaved
literature and
language revision

-A Christmas Carol
-An Inspector Calls
-Romeo and Juliet
-Power and Conflict poetry
-Unseen poetry

-Whole GCSE

Language PPE
Planned by OAI

Some planned, need adding to

Summer 2

